BUILDING FOR COMFORT AND HEALTH
CEMENTED WOOD WOOL PANELS

Decorative / Acoustic panels
AFTER INSTALLING
Instructions for care and maintenance of CEWOOD panels after installing. For more detailed information see
cewood.com or contact our technical department.

Few weeks after finishing installing the panels small dust particels may be present, due to the mounting process.
To get rid of the dust use a vacuum cleaner with a brush nozzle. 1.
If the panels are dirty or abraded during the installation, clean the surface with a damp cloth. In case the
mounting works have caused surface defects, process the panel with a fine sandpaper. 2. 3.
If necessary, the colouring of the decorative/acoustic panels can be restored with a spray paint. Choose the
corresponding colour and make sure to shake the spay can for about a minute before spraying. 4.
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Operation and maintenance
Once installed, the CEWOOD panels do not require any additional maintenance. The surface cleaning can be
done together with the general cleaning of the premises.
General cleaning is easy and can be carried out with a vacuum cleaner with a brash nozzle. If additional cleaning
is needed, use a damp cloth. 5. 6.
The colouring can be refreshed using a spray paint or a roller with long bristles. Applying water-based colour does
not affect the the sound absorbtion properties of the panels. 7. 8.
CEWOOD Decorative / Acoustic panels for indoor use are made from high-quality wood wool and cement. The
fireproof material has great acoustic and thermal insulation capacities, and is perfectly suitable for the widest
range of interior solutions.
The CEWOOD panels have a long work-life, up to 100 years. The robust and durable material does not change
when exposed to himidity, the panels are mold-salfe and vermin-free.
Due to the contained cement the panels retain their shape and do not change under humidity, but the wood
wool-made body ensures easy and convenient handling and mounting.
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